
THEMATIC ESSAY FOR A ROSE FOR EMILY

Faulkner's A Rose for Emily Essay. Words10 Pages. 1. - Theme. 2. - Conflicts, tensions and ambiguity. 3. -Symbolism.
4. - Narrative elements: point of view.

By constructing the story through use of the stream of consciousness, Faulkner is able to manipulate the
predetermined short story structure and create an outstanding, critically acclaimed story. Emily tries to take
power over death by denying the very fact of death. Portraying the mysterious character of Emily Grierson, the
author shows how the American South struggles to keep traditions when facing widespread, radical changes,
trying to find a better way with each generation. The South was once known for its extreme prejudice and
racism. She seems to combine death and live in her personality. Although the elements of the central theme of
murder are different, these stories share other elements that make these stories unique. Miss Emily clings to
the past and does not want to be independent. In A Rose for Emily time marches on leaving Miss Emily
behind as she stubbornly refuses to progress into a new era. They witness Miss Emily's life, her father's death,
her turn to insanity and the death of both her and her lover. Faulkner uses these elements to lead his characters
to an epiphany of letting go of out-dated traditions and customs. The narration travels back and forth in time.
In lieu of this, Jefferson was at a turning point in which they were having difficulty coming to terms with these
changes. First, readers find out that Emily is dead, and then they understand that her whole life is influenced
by the deaths of her close people, her lover and father. The house is lavishly decorated but it seems out of
place among industrial surroundings â€” the same way as the old South sensibilities are out of place in the
rapidly changing society. Faulkner uses symbols throughout the story to cloak an almost allegorical
correlation to the reconstruction period of the South. To analyze and examine her character, it is almost
impossible not to look at the psychological aspect of it. A List of Important Thesis Statements They can be
used as excellent starters for A Rose for Emily essay, and each one incorporates a major theme in this book.
Miss Emily continually tried to prevent any sort of change through death or other means from occurring in her
town. To fully appreciate and obtain full meaning of the text readers must pay attention to his symbols and
how they contribute to the greater theme. One of the most interesting writing techniques used by William
Faulkner is the unnamed narrator who tells the story of Emily. He builds more suspense by imitating the style
of southern storytellers when describing events and people via specific situation-triggered memories. Emily is
described by the author as a ruined monument to American South. In looking at "A Rose for Emily. While
going through those difficult times people end up having a difficult time by letting go of loved ones. A theme
of respectability and the loss of, is threaded throughout the story. Everybody faces difficult hardships,
relationships, and family matters, such as life and death of loved ones. Faulkner's use of symbolism
profoundly develops the theme of the story, bringing to light the issues of morality that arise from a young
woman's struggle to find love At first glance, Emily seems like a lonely woman with little self-confidence and
low self-esteem that seems to stem from her upbringing by her father. The narrator, a member of the town,
tells the story of what transpires in a decaying old Southern house that is always under the watchful eye of the
townspeople. The significance of a physical space. In this book, the whole community albeit to protect both a
small town and Emily from the stigma and shame of her idiosyncratic behavior and illness. The hidden
message that William Faulkner tried to convey in his story was the themes of death and change. The residents
of the South did not all give in to change just because they lost the Civil War. This portrait is significant to
Emily, so any rare visitor of her house can see it. One of the most significant examples of this theme is
changes in their attitude towards a relationship between her and Homer. William Faulkner was able to create a
story involving many ideas about society and how it functioned in a specific time period in the South. The
main character in the story, Emily Grierson, has a tendency to cling to the past and has a reluctance to be
independent. This room symbolizes the mystery and secrecy associated with her house and relationship with
Homer, while this hair, its length, and color suggests an ongoing interaction between Emily and the dead body
of her lover and indicates her refusal to acknowledge death and its finality. A Rose For Emily depicts the
motionless decay of a woman stuck in time, as her concept of reality is lost. After examining each of these
settings, explain how a physical place can both emphasize and contextualize a psychological one. Symbolism
is the integral factor involved in understanding the theme. For example, to avoid seeming to give Emily any
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charity, Jefferson families decide to send young daughters to her house for special painting lessons.


